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ABSTRACT
This paper uses the vector field approach to represent both the desired ground track
heading and the vertical flight path angle to navigate unmanned aerial vehicles onto the
desired path. The path following is realized in 3-dimensions, thus allowing the aircraft to
navigate longitudinally as well as laterally, unlike the current approaches which require
the aircraft to maintain a constant altitude. This results in an increase in the
maneuverability (like overflying a hill) of the vehicle allowing it to navigate over various
terrains and terrain following. Methods for following straight lines in 3-dimensional
space are demonstrated through numerical simulations. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years Miniature Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) have received considerable attention for
many useful applications ranging from battlefield surveillance , smart munitions  and real time bomb
damage assessment to forest –fire reconnaissance, surveys of natural disaster areas  and inexpensive
traffic and accident monitoring [1-10]. In this, the ability of the MAV to fly in constrained environments
is an important requirement for both civil and military applications. Whether in corridors defined by
streets/high rise buildings or over different terrains MAVs are required to fly amidst both natural and
man-made obstacles. Unlike piloted vehicles, which rely on the pilot to navigate over demanding
terrain or to avoid obstructions, MAVs rely on pre planning and automation to provide this
functionality. Given a terrain map, safe flight paths are generated using a set of waypoints and the
capability to plan paths and follow them precisely is of great importance in MAV applications. For a
set of ordered waypoints specifying a desired flight path, a higher level algorithm is used to generate
desired flight trajectories to drive the vehicle to its path. 
With the path specified by a sequence of ordered waypoints, there are two general approaches to the
path planning problem. In the first approach, the vehicle is made to follow a reference point, which
travels along the path at a set velocity and is referred to as trajectory tracking[11].This implicitly
requires that the vehicle be in a certain position at a certain  time, which can cause problems for small
MAV’s, where wind speeds can  approach 50 or 60 percent of the aircraft’s airspeed.. The second
approach is a path following approach [12]. The objective in path following is that the vehicle be on
the path, rather than in a certain place at a certain time. The path following algorithms use either a
vector field approach or a potential field approach (PFA) [13,14] to generate the trajectory fields for the
guidance problems. PFA consider obstacles as charges with repelling force and the goal position as
having a charge with an attractive force. Trajectories are then calculated on the basis of the charge field.
These methods have weaknesses; the most renowned is the local minima problem for the collision
avoidance issue [15, 16]. The specific realization of the Vector Field approach [17], can be thought of
as a method where ‘vectors vary from point to point’, and are potential fields. 
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In the existing approaches, Vector fields are based on a vector field construction that represents the
desired ground track of the aircraft. Given the current position and the waypoint path, the vector field
is essentially painted on the ground around the path. This field specifies the desired ground track
headings as a function of vehicle position, groundspeed, and ground track. By directly specifying a
desired ground-track (rather than a heading), the algorithms in this subsystem guarantee path
convergence in the presence of constant wind disturbances, provided that the aircraft can maintain a
positive groundspeed.
Most of the works reported hitherto, also simplify the navigation problem assuming a constant
groundspeed as well as a constant altitude and the vector fields are essentially painted in two
dimensions with the heading commands confined to a horizontal plane. It is of interest to note that some
missions may require the MAV to go into a valley or over the hill and it is desirable that the heading
commands be expressed also in terms of the vertical flight path angles.
The work presented in this paper builds on the concept of path following through the construction
of a three dimensional vector field around the path to be followed. Controlling heading rate and the
pitch rate using ground track heading and vertical flight path angle automatically accounts for the wind
condition thus reducing the deleterious effect of wind. By extending the algorithm to three dimensions
we allow the aircraft to vary its altitude as well. As a result, the maneuverability of the aircraft is
increased allowing it to navigate in different terrains.
2. NAVIGATION EQUATIONS FOR PATH GENERATION 
To achieve path following in the presence of wind, the proposed method constructs a vector field
around the path to be tracked. These vectors serve as direction vectors for the MAV. The vectors define
the heading and the vertical flight path angle, for the MAV to reach the desired path. The method is
currently applicable to straight line paths. Figure 1(a) and 1(b) show the vector field, for linear paths,
inside the transition region and outside the transition region respectively.
The vector fields are visualized as a body of water with the water flowing towards a desired line. A
piece of paper which is placed in the water follows the direction of the flow of water and eventually
ends up near the line to which the water flow is directed. Similarly by constructing a vector field around
the path to be followed we are directing the MAV towards the path.
Figure 1. Vector field (a) Inside the transition region. (b) Outside the transition region. The cylinder
indicates the boundary of the transition region.
The navigational dynamics in three dimensions can be described by the following set of equations:
(1)
(2)
(3)
W
x
and Wy are the x and y components of the wind velocity, y is the heading and q the pitch angle.
z V= sinθ
y V W
y
= +sin cosψ θ
x V W
x
= +cos cosψ θ
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An alternate approach building on the ground track heading angle (c) and vertical flight path angle (g)
(depicted in figure 2) is developed by noting the relationship between the ground speed (S), airspeed
(V) and wind speed (W).
(4)
(5)
(6)
Figure 2. Illustration of the ground track heading angle and the vertical flight pathe angle.
To express the equations of motion to be independent of wind velocities, equations, (1), (2) and (3) are
written as:
(7)
(8)
(9)
Where c is the ground track heading angle and g is the vertical flight path angle as shown in Figure(2).
The variables in the equations c and g, are independent of the wind velocities and therefore when the
ground based measurements are used along with the vector field approach the errors due to wind
disturbances can be reduced. We will assume that the MAV is equipped with an autopilot capable of
controlling the ground track heading angle c and the vertical flight path angle g. We want the ground
track heading angle and the vertical flight path angle to tend to the commanded ground track heading
c
c
and the commanded vertical flight angle g
c
which result in the following dynamics for c and g.
System must be in equilibrium at c = c
c
. Therefore the first derivative must be equal to zero.  
at (10)
(11)
a is a proportionality constant. To be in a stable equilibrium the second derivative must be less than
zero.
at (12)
> 0 (13)
Similarly system must be in equilibrium at g = g
c
. Therefore the first derivative must be equal to zero.
⇒ α
χ χ=
c
⇒ χ
⇒ = −χ α χ χ( )
c
χ χ=
c
⇒ =χ 0
z S= sinγ
y S= sin cosχ γ
x S= cos cosχ γ
MAV
z V S
z z
= =
y V W S
y y y
= + =
x V W S
x x x
= + =
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(14)
(15)
To be in a stable equilibrium at  g = g
c
. the second derivative must be less than zero.
(16)
(17)
3. VECTOR FIELDS AND PATH FOLLOWING IN THREE DIMENSIONS
Consider the straight line indicated in Figure 1 by the solid line segment. In order for the MAV to follow
this path, a vector field is constructed in the space around the straight line. When the MAV is far away
from the line (distance greater than two or three times the max(minradius(c),minradius(g)), the
objective is to fly towards the path. As the MAV approaches the path, the desired ground track heading
and vertical flight path angles transition from approaching the path to flying along the path. 
The transition region is visualized as a cylinder around the straight line with a radius τ. Outside the
transition region the desired ground track heading and the desired vertical flight path angle are constant,
and respectively equal to cd and gd. Inside the transition region c and g start to transition from cd and
gd to cf and gf. cf and gf are ground track heading and vertical flight path angle along the desired path.
Table1 displays all the variables used in the algorithm for straight line path following in 3 dimensions. 
The vector fields are initially developed in cylindrical coordinates with the axis of the cylinder along
the current path as this simplifies the calculations involved. The origin of this cylindrical coordinate
system is assumed to be situated at the first waypoint. We next, transform the position vector of the
MAV with respect to the first waypoint from the world coordinate frame into the reference frame with
X-axis pointing along the path (X′, Y′, Z′).  The vector fields in the cylindrical coordinate system are
given by
r > t (18)
0 < r < t (19)
r = 0 (20)
with notations given in Table I.
Since the world frame is described in Cartesian co-ordinates, the above equations are converted into
Cartesian coordinate system. Let X′, Y′, Z′ be the coordinate system where the X-axis is along the path
(Path coordinate system). Note that the coordinate system has its X-axis along the path while the
cylindrical coordinate system has its Z-axis along the path (Figure 3b). The vector field in the Cartesian
coordinate system is given by
r > t (21)
0 < r < t (22)
r = 0 (23)
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Table 1 Variables for straight line path following
This vector field is converted into the world coordinate system X, Y, Z. Here r=0 is defined as a special
case because the azimuth angle f is not defined at r = 0.It may also be mentioned that the function
“atan2” used for calculating the heading is discontinuous at c = 180˚.  As a result of this the heading
becomes multi-valued and unstable varying rapidly between ±180˚ (a branch cut). For this, it is
important first to detect when the ground track heading angle will assume the value of 180˚. This is
defined to be the case when the X-coordinate of the next waypoint is less than the X-coordinate of the
current waypoint while the Y-coordinate remains the same and the MAV lies in a certain radius of the
specified path. For these conditions, the heading angle is fixed at 180˚ irrespective of its position to
prevent the unstable behavior. The following Section gives the pseudo-code of the algorithm used.
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Figure 3. (a) Path coordinate system (X′, Y′, Z′) and the world coordinate system (X, Y, Z) (b) Path
coordinate system in cylindrical coordinates. êz, êr , êf are unit vectors along the axis
4. PSEUDO CODE OF THE VECTOR FIELD CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
a) Calculate heading of the path:
b) Calculate vertical flight path angle along the path:
c) Calculate transformation matrix
d) Transformation to X′, Y′, Z′ axis
Qnew = T × (Q – Q1)
e) Calculate perpendicular distance from the path
f) Calculate the azimuth angle
g)  if r < 1 
Switch to the next waypoint
Else
if r > t
Create the vector field outside the transition region
ϕ =



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−tan 1
Qnew
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z
y
r Qnew Qnew
y z
= +2 2
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f f f f f
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u = cos (l
e
)
v = –sin (l
e
) cos (f)
w = –sin (l
e
) sin (f)
else if r = o 
Create vector field on the path
V = T(Q2 – Q1)
u = V
x
v = Vy
w = Vz
else Create vector field in the transition region
end if
h) Converting back to world coordinates
i) Calculate the vector field heading
j) Calculate g specified by the vector field
k)  if r > t
Calculate commanded heading and vertical flight path angle to autopilot for outside transition region
c
c
= cd
g
c
= g d
else 
Calculate commanded heading and vertical flight path angle to autopilot for inside transition region
end if
l)  Condition to deal with discontinuity at p
if 
c
c
= p
end if
end if
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To define the commanded ground track heading and the commanded vertical flight path angle the
results of the stability analysis in [17, 19] are used. In [17, 19] the authors use Lyapunov stability
arguments to show that the commanded ground track heading angle to direct the MAV to follow
straight-line paths with asymptotically decaying error. This is assumed to apply to the vertical flight
path angles as well.
With the commanded ground-track heading angle given above, algorithms which map the desired
ground-track and altitude quantities into pitch and bank commands are used. This task is accomplished
with a standard six degree of freedom autopilot system [18]. The numerical experiments and the
simulations are described in the next section.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The algorithm developed is tested for various simulated paths using a set of predefined waypoints in
three dimensions as input. Simulation results showed effective, predictable, and safe navigation over a
broad range of path types. Simulation results from an irregularly shaped path illustrating takeoff,
descent and directional path following and control are shown in Figure 4. This situation is similar to
the situation of the MAV navigating over a hill. The waypoints are shown as stars while the actual path
is shown by the straight lines. 
Fig. 4 (a) shows the results for the developed model after accounting for the discontinuity at c = p
and Fig. 5 shows the results for the developed model without accounting for the discontinuity at c = p.
As expected, it is observed that the latter fails to follow the path after the fourth waypoint since cd = p.
Figure 4. (a) Trajectory for path following after accounting for discontinuity at c = p (b) Trajectory for
path following without accounting for the discontinuity at c = p
The algorithm is then integrated with a 6 degree of freedom model for an MAV using the guidance,
navigation and control system presented in [18]. The path following algorithm is used to provide the
commanded ground track heading and vertical flight path angles to the PID controller. Figure 5 shows
the same path as in figure 4 after integrating the path following algorithm with a 6 degree of freedom
model of an aircraft. It was tested for four cases with different wind speeds. Fig 5(a) shows the case in
which the wind speed was taken to be zero. Fig 5(b) shows the case in which the wind speed was given
as 40% of the ground speed of the MAV. It was seen that in this case it missed the third waypoint by a
margin of 1.1 m in travelling a distance of 800 m. Fig 5(c) shows the case in which the wind speed was
given as 60% of the ground speed of the MAV. It was seen that in this case also it missed the third
waypoint by a margin of 1.7 m in travelling a distance of 800 m. Fig 5(d) shows the case in which the
wind speed was given as 80% of the ground speed of the MAV. It is observed that the MAV fails to
follow the specified path after the third way point.
(a)                                                                             (b)                           
.
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Figure 5. Trajectory with wind speed  (a) zero (b) 40% of ground speed (c)  60% ground speed (d) 80%
ground speed
Figure 6 shows the trajectory of a MAV with an initial error from the path and later converging onto
the path, using the 6 degree of freedom model. It is observed that the trajectory of the MAV
asymptotically converges to the specified path. It is observed that the MAV which starts at the origin
gradually ascends and reaches the desired path and height. These types of maneuvers can be used for
the takeoff or landing of the MAV. 
Figure 6. Trajectory of the MAV starting with an initial error
6. CONCLUSIONS
The idea of vector field path following in two dimensions has been extended to three dimensions by
providing vertical flight path angle commands to the MAV. It has been shown using simulation that the
tracking error has been reduced. Various scenarios were simulated, including the case where the MAV
starts with an initial error and it is shown that the MAV gradually converges to the path.
(a)  (b)
                                  (c)                                                                                                  
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The implementation of vector field path following is straight forward and the result is a robust
algorithm for accurate path following. Controlling heading rate and pitch rate using ground track
heading and vertical flight path angle, automatically accounts for the wind condition, thus reducing the
error due to wind. By extending the algorithm to three dimensions we allow the aircraft to vary its
altitude as well. As a result, the maneuverability of the aircraft is increased, allowing it to navigate in
difficult terrain or engage in terrain following. 
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